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Technical Section
IMAGE W A R P I N G BY SCANLINE OPERATIONS
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Abstract--Linear spatial image warping operations realized as 2 × 2 matrix multiplications lead to difficult
computational problems owing to problems with sampling, resampling, and aliasing. A three-step method
is proposed that minimizes these problems. Parallel implementation of the method is discussed. Examples
are given.
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the problem of geometrically transforming
one discrete image into another at a different orientation or size. The image elements (pixels) in the original are known at lattice points. [ In this note, each
image is assumed to have rectangular organization
(rather than polar or hexagonal, for example).] For
example, the original may be matched with a map or
with another image at certain known points. A transformation that performs the mapping can be derived
by dividing the image into triangles and obtaining the
affine transformations that map the triangles. Central
to each of the affine maps is a linear transformation,
i.e., a 2 X 2 matrix multiplication. Without regard to
the discrete nature of the problem, a point at (x, y) in
the input image is mapped into (u, v) in the output
by

(;)

synthesis of many more output pixels than there are
in the original. The matrix may reflect extreme geometrical distortions, as might occur in projecting a
plane onto a curved surface.
There is a special case, called here shear operations,
where the problem is more manageable. Suppose the
matrix has the one of the forms
(~

~ ) , so there is a direct one-to-one mapping with

the offset ~'x only depending on the row number.
The question therefore arises, can one factor an arbitrary 2 X 2 matrix as the product of three shearing
operations. In the very special case of a rotation by an
angle 0, the matrix has been factored in several ways:
One of the most productive in applications was discovered independently by Paeth [ 1] and Tanaka [ 2 ],
who find

cos0 sin;)
-sin 0

cos

(,an'0.
and the problem is really to calculate what the input
value should be at this (nonlattice) point from the surrounding known values. This requires some sort of
two-dimensional interpolation scheme. Depending on
A, this may require filtering to avoid aliasing or the
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

El).

To fix ideas, let us call the first of these operations row
shear and the other column shear. Each of these warping operations involves only one-dimensional interpolation, for they merely displace the image along scan
lines or along the direction normal to scan lines. Moreover, the interpolation itself is independent of the position along the line: the point (x, y) goes to the new
point (x, 3,x + y) under the transformation
(~

where A is a 2 X 2 matrix. (An affine transformation
also includes an offset vector.)
Looking at the problem directly may oversimplify
what is required. The discrete problem is to produce
a grid of values (the output image) from the input
grid. From the point of view of producing the output
image, what is required is not the direct transformation,
but rather its inverse: For each point (U, V) in the
output grid, obtain a value from the input image to
place there. The spatial location of the input image
point is

0)or(~

0,,)(0 sin0
)(tan0,
1

0)

That is, each rotation is the product of two row shear
and one column shear operations. (For more information on the general problem of rotation, see [ 3 ],
where many more references will be found.)
This factorization, obtained for rotations, is generally
impossible, for the determinant of a product of shear
operations is deafly equal to 1. Our surprising finding,
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which does not seem to be known, is that this is essentially the only restriction. In this note we consider only
nondiagonal nonsingular matrices, and begin with the
determinant 1 case.
2. T H E GENERAL DETERMINANT 1 MATRIX

Suppose the matrix A has determinant 1 and consider the product

(1a

01)(0

~)(~

~)=(~

B6).

(1)

It is easy to see that any 2 × 2 matrix with at least
one nonzero diagonal element is the product of two
generalized shear operations. However, it may be better
computationally to write the matrix as a product of
three generalized shear operations (rather than two).
For example, consider a rotation by 45 ° and an areal
magnification by 8. A factorization of this matrix as
the product of a generalized row shear by a generalized
column shear yields

(~ ~)~(l o)(~° ~l)~(~ :)(~ ~)

The product on the left is
Other factorizations (from L U and LDU-decomposition) are

1 + ab

a(t + b c ) + c

3'

The three simpler equations (2) determine a, b, and
c provided B 4= 0. The remaining equation a( 1 + bc)
+ c = 3" turns out to be equivalent to det A = 1. The
solution is
a=(6-

1)/B,b=B,c=(a-1)/B.

In case B = 0, no product of the form ( 1) is possible;
however, if 3' 4= 0, the choices
a=(a-

1)/3",b=7, c=(6-

1)/3'

(_~ 04)('0:)=(_: 0,)(~0~4)
(~ 1)(0 :)(: ,)
0

2

l

In each of these factorizations, one of the matrices in
the product is difficult to use accurately, for it involves
the construction of four new points for each data point.
(Still, these computations may be more easily carried
out than those in the original 2 × 2 matrix.)
Suppose now detA 4=0 and l e t f 3 = detA. Consider
the product of the form ( 1) with freplacing one 1 on
the diagonal:

give

(l° :)(101)(~ ~):(: ~)

(: ~)(o~ ~)(: ~):(: ,~)
The equations, as above, require that B + 0, and give

Thus, each nondiagonal 2 × 2 matr~¢ with determinant
1 is the product o f three shear operations.
There is one closely related case: ifdet A = - 1, then
simply change one of the six diagonal values to - 1 ;
the calculations are straightforward. For example,
b

1

a

(; °1)(~ ,)(c °1)~(, ~)
where a = (l - 6)/B, b = - B , and c = (a + 1)/B.
Modifications similar to those above handle the case
B=0.
3. A MORE GENERAL CASE

A generalized row (column) shear operation is a
matrix of the form

(~ 0,)(re'~t~velY(of))
Clearly this operation also operates along scan lines:
that is, the new row (column) index is the same as the
old. For this reason, the operations are often called
scanline operations.

a = (6 - f 2 ) / B , b = B / f , c = ( a f - f 2 ) / B .
Similar modifications handle the case B = 0. The example matrix is factored

(_~ ~)(_: 0)(~ :)(0~ ~)
which should represent a decisive improvement in accuracy of the enlarged rotated image. Notice that each
operation is a scanline operation. On the average, in
each oftbe three transformations, foutput points must
be generated for each input point, creatingf 3 = det A
points in the final output image for each input point,
as required.
4. THE 3 × 3 CASE
Similar factorizations can be obtained for warpings
in space. We have discovered the following Theorem;
it should be possible to handle the case in which the
determinant is not equal to one in a fashion similar to
the plane case, although we have not been able to obtain
such a factorization. The analogous matrix problem
for n × n matrices seems to be open--that is, to what
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extent can one factor an n × n matrix as the product
of n-skew matrices (triangular matrices with 1 on the
diagonal ) ?

//

Theorem. L e t

A =

all
a21

a12
a22

a3~

a32

a13~
a23 /
/
a33/

det A = 1 a n d A := a~3a22 -- al2a23 ~ O.
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Fig. 1. Rotation by shears.
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:= a23 -- l l a j 3 ~ 0

sition of the edge within the pixel in the image and
preimage. The same interpolation factor holds for the
entire scanline as described above. The column shear
is performed analogously.
The images in Figs. 1-3 were produced on a Silicon
Graphics IRIS workstation. The first two are rotations
described by the matrix ( .-6. 8

86).' the third

shows the general transformation described by

and

=

- 1 - a32~ + a22a33 - a12a331t
2x

13 = a~3 -- A + al3a23a32 -- a12a33g# - a23a3211
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.75

- ' 8T/ h. e " "
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code, written in C, is available from

the authors.
Parallelizati0n is straightforward and depends on the
implementation architecture. In course grain multiprocessors, two approaches are possible depending on
the availability of individual processors. If all p processors are dedicated to the problem, a scheduling processor would divide (along the current active scanlines)
the image into p polygons of approximately equal area
and fork out a polygon to each processor. The scheduling process determines the vertices of each polygon
(two opposite edges of each are parallel to the direction

)

llal2

m 3 =

5. IMPLEMENTATION, PARALLELISM, AND EXAMPLES

The codes that induce the shears for the determinent
one case operate on convex polygons. The vertices of
the initial image (polygon) are mapped through the
three transformations to their final grid positions. In
the row shears, for the image and preimage, the leftmost
pixel of the current scanline is determined from the
two vertices of the edge upon which the pixel lies. The
last pixel of the scanline is determined from its edge
in the same way. Linear interpolation is implemented
with the interpolation factor determined from the po-

Fig. 2. Rotation by shears.

of the above multiprocessor strategy. In the second
case, the strategy changes. Interpolation between nearest neighbors would involve broadcast along a row or
column of the interpolation factor and the appropriate
neighborhood for required calculation. A rectangular
mesh, as that of the polymorphic torus[4], or the bus
automation[5] would be well suited to the problem.
For transformations with determinent other than one,
shifting operations in the mesh, perhaps using three
instead of two dimension architectures, seem promising.

Fig. 3. Arbitrary transformation of a test image.

of the shear), passing them and the vertex count to
the waiting processors.
If the entire machine were not to be dedicated to
the problem, a greedy allocation algorithm would be
used in which semaphores reflecting the status of each
scanline (available for processing, in process, and
completed) would control the run, and a processor in
need of work would check the semaphore list for the
first unallocated scanline. In this case, more work
would be required of the scheduler (calculation of the
interpolation factor for each scanline for instance) in
return for not reserving all processors for the task.
We implicitly assumed shared memory in the above
discussion. A distributed memory machine would require a server to send the polygons, or scanlines, to
their assigned processors, and another to collect the
results.
For transformations of determinent different than
one, minor modifications may be made in the routines
that actually operate on the scanlines to give the needed
scanline filtering or interpolation.
Massively parallel implementations are also possible
and warrant further study. There are two cases: allocating a scanline to a processor, and allocating a pixel
to a processor. The first case is simply the upper limit

6. SUMMARY
A new three-step method for spatial image warping
is presented. This method is based on matrix factorization of the operations used for geometric image
transformations. These transformations are defined by
2 X 2 matrices. The method decomposes a nonsingular
matrix into the product of three shear matrices. A generalization of this method to apply to the 3 X 3 case
is described. The implementation of the proposed
method is outlined; special focus to parallelizing the
algorithms is given.
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